Introduction
This technical report presents a general framework for parsing a variety of grammar formalisms. We develop a grammar formalism, called an Abstract Grammar, which is general enough to represent grammars at many levels of the hierarchy, including Context Free Grammars (CFGs), Minimalist Grammars (MG), and other weakly MG-equivalent languages like Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems. We then develop a single parsing framework which is capable of parsing grammars which are at least up to MGs on the hierarchy. Our parsing framework exposes a grammar interface modelled on the Abstract Grammar formalism, so that it can parse any particular grammar formalism that can be reduced to an Abstract Grammar.
There is a great deal of previous work that is capable of parsing the grammars we treat here. All of the grammars mentioned here have parsers written specifically for them and there are frameworks more general than the one given here, such as probabilistic programming languages that can specify arbitrary probabilistic programs. Parsers for specific grammars are able to exploit optimizations specific to the task and formalism they were designed for and are therefore often faster than general systems. However, these parsers have the disadvantage that they cannot be used for formalisms other than the one that they were intended for, making it difficult to prototype and compare different formalisms. Our framework is the middle ground between these two approaches. We aim to be general enough to parse a variety of interesting formal grammars, while also exploiting optimizations specific to the parsing task.
In the following, we define Abstract Grammars as a generalization of Context Free Grammars where (i) the rewrite rules are partial functions and (ii) the set of nonterminals is paired with a set of operations to form a heterogeneous algebra. We first define Abstract Context-free Grammars in §2 which incorporate property (i), and then define the fully general Abstract Grammars in §3 which incorporate property (ii). By (i), generalizing the rewrite rules to any partial function, we can group related CFG rewrite rules into a common function, allowing those rules to share probability mass. This is useful for representing a musical syntax where the the rules of prolongation and preparation, for example, are independent from the key (Rohrmeier & Neuwirth, 2015; Rohrmeier, 2011; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1985) . By (ii) generalizing the nonterminals to elements of a heterogeneous algebra, we can represent languages higher than context-free on the hierarchy. This is important for representing natural language, which occupies the space of mildly context-sensitive languages (Shieber, 1985; Joshi, 1985) .
In §2, after defining Abstract Context-free Grammars, we present a reduction automaton upon abstract CFGs, which is used to state an abstract grammar interface. We then describe the parsing algorithm, including code fragments of our Julia 1 implemetation. §3 defines Abstract Grammars and revises the reduction automaton and the grammar interface given in §2 for the fully general case. In §4, we show how to state specific interface functions for a Minimalist Grammar, and an implementation of this interface in Julia.
Definition 2. A probabilistic Abstract Context-free Grammar is a deterministic Abstract Context-free Grammar where each non-terminal category A ∈ N is associated with a random variable X A over rewritefunctions. The probability of a sequence α ∈ C * rewriting in one step into a sequence β ∈ C * by applying a rewrite function g ∈ Γ to a non-terminal A ∈ N is
denotes the number of occurrences of the non-terminal category A in the sequence α to which g can be applied to get β. The probability of any sequence α rewriting into β in one step is then
The probability of a sequence α rewriting into a sequence β in any steps is recursively defined as
The probability that a sequence of categories α generated by the grammar G is the probability that α is generated from the grammar's start symbol, that is P (α) = P (S −→ * α).
Probabilistic Abstract Context-free Grammars are more expressive than classical probabilistic Contextfree Grammars, in the sense that they can express a wider range of probability distributions over rules. In a probabilistic Abstract Context-free Grammar, non-terminal categories can share the same probability distribution over rewrite functions without rewriting to exactly the same right-hand sites. Consider for example a probabilistic Context-free Grammar that contains the characters a, b, A, and B as non-terminal categories, a rewrite function g that capitalizes non-capitalized characters (g(a) = A and g(b) = B), and a rewrite function h that swaps as and bs (g(b) = a and g(a) = b). By putting probability mass on g in the distributions associated with a and b, this grammar could for example then learn easily from data that the abstract concept of capitalization is more probable than swapping. In contrast, a classical probabilistic Context-free Grammar would have to learn that capitalizing is more probable than swapping separately for each non-terminal symbol. We hope that this feature is helpful for processing musical data in which the usage of a rewrite function is assumed to be independent from the key of the musical objects its applied to.
Reduction automata and the abstract grammar interface
This section shows how to construct an automaton that accepts exactly the sequences that are generatable by a deterministic Abstract Context-free Grammar using the notions of states S, a transition function tran : S × (T ∪ N ) * → S, and a completion function comp : S → 2 N , where 2 N denotes the powerset of the set of non-terminal categories. A definition of this automaton corresponds to a parsing strategy such as Earley parsing or CYK-like bottom-up parsing. In general, however, the transition function on the set of states and category sequences can be any finite-state automaton. In the following, we construct a bottom-up parsing automaton that accepts the language of a given functional Context-free Grammar. The construction is illustrated in Figure 2 .2. The set of states is simply the set of category sequences, S = (T ∪ N ) * , the transition function is the concatenation of category sequences and the completion function is the union of all preimages under all rewrite functions, comp(s) = g∈Γ g −1 (s). Therefore,
for all non-terminal categories A ∈ N and sequences α, β, γ ∈ (T ∪ N ) * , where ε denotes the empty sequence. We thus can abstract from our concrete construction and define an abstract context-free reduction automaton.
Definition 3. A reduction automaton A = (T, N, S, S, s 0 , tran, comp) consists of a set of terminal categories T , a set of non-terminal categories N , a goal category S ∈ N , a set of states S, an initial state s 0 ∈ S, a transition function tran : S × (T ∪ N ) * → S, and a completion function comp : S → 2 N ×Γ . For α, β, γ ∈ (T ∪ N ) + and A ∈ N , the sequence αAγ is called a reduction of αβγ iff (A, g) is a completion of the state tran(s 0 , β) for some rewrite function g,
The automaton accepts a sequence of terminal categories α if it can be reduced to the goal category S. The language L(A) of the automaton A is thus defined as all accepted sequences. That is,
for all α ∈ T * , where −→ * denotes the transitive closure of −→.
Abtract grammar interface Remark that to gain computational efficiency, the transition function can rigorously filter its values so that it only yields states that eventually can lead to completions. For a probabilistic Abstract Context-free Grammar, the completion function is modified to comp : S → 2 N ×Γ× [0, 1] . In our construction,
We use this reduction automaton to state the abstract grammar interface in figure 2.2. The power of this interface is that it can be used even for mildly context-sensitive grammars as we show in later sections.
The abstract grammar interface. S denotes the set of states, T denotes the set of terminal categories, N denotes the set of non-terminal categories, 2 N denotes the powerset of N , etc. Since the transition function tran is a partial function, a function tran_possible is used to test whether a transition is defined for a given pair of a state and a category. The functions startstates and startcategories are constant functions and thus denote without a domain. Figure 3 presents a generic parsing algorithm for the abstract grammar interface using the parsing as deduction framework (Shieber et al., 1993; Goodman, 1998) . The main difference between the parser and the grammar is that the parser is able to access the indices of the terminal categories of a given input sequence, while this information is not accessed by the grammar itself. Given a context-free reduction automaton A = (T, N, S, S, s 0 , tran, comp), we call a state s ∈ S together with a start index i and an end index j an edge and denote it by [s, i, j] . Analogously, we call a non-terminal category A ∈ N together with start and end indices i and j a constituent and denote it by [A, i, j] . Figure 3 shows the goal item and the deduction rules.
Parsing as deduction rules

Parser implementation and data type description
The Julia implementation of the parsing algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . It is manly inspired by Klein & Manning (2004) . It implements the above presented parsing as deduction rules using the data types Item, Edge, Constituent, ItemKey, EdgeKey, ConstituentKey, Traversal, Completion, Agenda, Chart, and Logbook that we explain in the following. Edges and constituents as shown in the parsing as deduction framework have the type Edgekey and ConstituentKey, respectively. ItemKey is essentially the type union of Edgekey and ConstituentKey.
items: Instances of the types Edge and Constituent are edge keys and constituent keys equipped with additional information such as their inside scores, back-pointers to the items from which they were created from, and unique IDs that are used as pointers. For better readability, we only present additional information here that is crucial to the parsing algorithm. The type Item is again essentially the type union of Edge and Constituent. The types Traversal and Completion are the back pointers of edges and constituents, respectively. Every traversal describes exactly one way of building an edge and every completion describes exactly one way of building a constituent. Since there can be multiple ways to build edges and constituents, edges contain a list of traversals and constituents contain a list of completions from which they were created or updated. We additionally distinguish between edge completions and terminal completions and implement the Completion type as an abstract data type. The Logbook is a hash table that maps item keys to their items. It is in particular used after an inference rule was applied to point to the inferred item if it has been created already. Each item is at any point of the parsing process either stored in the agenda or the chart. The agenda (singleton of type Agenda) is a priority queue that contains the items for which the ways to construct them are not all known yet. Items of small length are favored and edges are preferred over constituents to implement a bottom-up chart parsing. In contrast, the chart (singleton of type Chart) stores the items of which all ways to create them are known. Edges are stored by their stored by their end index and constituents by their start index to speed up the processing of the fundamental rule. 
Abstract Grammars
This section generalizes Abstract Context-free Grammars to capture mildly context-sensitive structures.
Recall that in the context-free case, the rewrite arrow −→ * is a binary relation between sequences of terminal and non-terminal categories. If we eventually end up with a sequence of terminal categories in our generation process, we simply concatenate the terminal symbols. In an Abstract Grammar, we generalize that concatenation to other algebraic operations stated upon tuples of terminal symbols. To do this, we define heterogeneous algebras and use them to define an Abstract Grammar. In the following, it might be helpful to keep in mind the word monoid over a set of terminal categories (also known as the free monoid) whenever we talk about algebras.
Definition 4 (Heterogeneous algebras)
. A heterogeneous algebra (T, F ) consists of a family of sets T = (T i ) i∈I for some index set I, and a set F of functions
The signature of a constant functions is the index of their codomain. A term function of (T, F ) is either an element of F or a (heterogeneous) superposition of functions from F and projections π k : T i1 , . . . , T in → T i k .
A classical (homogeneous) universal algebra is a special case of a heterogeneous universal algebra for a singleton index set I.
Definition 5 (Function call expressions). Let (T, F ) be a heterogeneous algebra and N a set of variables with an associated dimensionality function dim :
• a function f ∈ F together with a tuple of function call expressions (e 1 , . . . , e n ), denoted by f [e 1 , . . . , e n ], such that σ(f ) = (dim(e 1 ), . . . , dim(e n ), m).
In particular, all constant functions in F form a function call expression together with the empty tuple.
The set of all function call expressions is denoted by CallExpr (F, N ) . The set of function call expressions that do not contain any variables (elements of N ) is denoted by CallExpr(F ). The evaluation · : CallExpr(F ) → T of a variable-free function call expression is recursively defined by f [e 1 , . . . , e n ] = f ( e 1 , . . . , e n ).
Definition 6. A (deterministic) Abstract Grammar G = (T, F, N, S, Γ) consists of a heterogeneous algebra (T, F ), a finite set N of non-terminal categories, a start category S ∈ N , and a set
of partial functions, called rewrite functions, that map non-terminal categories to function call expressions with non-terminal categories as variables. A function call expression e ∈ CallExpr(F, N ) can be rewritten in one step into a function call expression e ∈ CallExpr(F, N ) by the application of a rewrite function g ∈ Γ to a non-terminal category A ∈ N , denoted by e −→ A e , if e arises from e by replacing exactly one appearance of A in e by g(A). We write e −→ e if there exist any g and A such that e −→ A e . The transitive closure of the rewrite-in-one-step relation −→ is denoted by −→ * . The language of the grammar G is the set of elements of i T i that can be generated from the start category S, that is
* e and e = t } .
A Multiple Context-free Grammar (MCFG; Seki et al. (1991) ) is an example of an Abstract Grammar under a particular algebra. Let Σ be the set of terminal categories of a MCFG and W = Σ * . Then (W, concat) is the free monoid (or word monoid) over Σ together with the concatenation operation concat : W × W → W . The family T = (W n ) n∈N forms a heterogeneous algebra when paired with the following operations:
• the concatenation operation of the free monoid,
• the tuple constructors list n : W n → W n ,
• the projections π
. . , w n ) = w k ), and
• all elements of Σ as constant functions.
We call this algebra the tuple algebra of W . Now consider an Abstract Grammar using the tuple algebra of a free monoid. Such an Abstract Grammar is strongly equivalent to a k-Multiple Context-free Grammar (k-MCFG) if the following extra conditions hold: (i) the term functions do not copy any components of their inputs, (ii) the tuple dimension is upper-bounded by k, and (iii) the dimension of the start category is 1.
Definition 7. A probabilistic Abstract Grammar is an Abstract Grammar where each non-terminal category A ∈ N is associated with a random variable X A over rewrite functions. The probability of a function call expression e ∈ CallExpr(F, N ) rewriting in one step into a function call expression e ∈ CallExpr(F, N ) by applying a rewrite function g ∈ Γ to a non-terminal A ∈ N is P (e −→ g(A) e ) = splits(g, A, e, e ) · P (X A = g), where splits(g, A, e, e ) denotes the number of occurrences of the non-terminal category A in the function call expression e to which g can be applied to get e . The probability of any function call expression e rewriting into any function call expression e is
The probability of a function call expression e rewriting into a function call expression e in any steps is P (e −→ * e ) = e ∈CallExpr(F,N )
P (e −→ * e )P (e −→ e ).
Finally, the probability of an element t ∈ T i (T i ∈ T ) is P (t) = e =t P (S −→ * e).
Reduction automata for Abstract Grammars
Let G = (T, F, N, S, Γ) be an Abstract Grammar. We show in the following how to construct a reduction automaton that accepts exactly the sequences that are generatable by G. We choose the set of states S = N * . The transition function tran : S × N * S is concatenation, just as in the context-free case. The completion function comp : S → 2 N ×Γ is defined by
for non-terminal categories N 1 , . . . , N n and by
for all singleton tuples t ∈ T 1 . Note that we assume that the leaves of a parse tree are always singleton tuples. Any tree with a leaf that rewrites to a tuple of length higher than 1 can always be converted to a tree with only singleton leaves by adding binary branching rules using the tuple constructors. The completion function is extended to the probabilistic case by changing its codomain to 2 N ×Γ×[0,1] , so that (A, g, p) ∈ comp(s) iff the statements defined above hold and P (X A = g) = p.
Remark that a reduction automaton does not define a parsing algorithm, but specifies the abstract grammar interface. To gain computational efficiency, the transition function can, just as in the contextfree case, rigorously filter so that it only yields states that eventually lead to completions. The abstract grammar interface derived from this automata is the same as in the context-free case.
Parsing Abstract Grammars
To construct a parsing algorithm for Abstract Grammars, we have to know how the term functions act on the indices of the input sequence. For the tuple algebra T = (W n ) n∈N , each tuple of words is potentially associated with a tuple of pairs of natural numbers describing the start and the end index for every word in the tuple.
More formally, given an input word w ∈ W of length m = |w|, we define a partial (heterogeneous) algebra R, called the range algebra of length m, and a homomorphism : R → T that models the indexing as follows. Denote the less-then relation on the set { 1, . . . , m + 1 } by L. Thus, (i, j) ∈ L iff 0 < i < j ≤ m + 1 for natural numbers i and j. We set R = (L n ) n∈N . It is clear how to define the tuple constructors list n : L n → L n , the projections π n k : L n → L, and all constants. The concatenation on the range algebra is a partial function defined by concat((i, j), (k, l)) = (i, l) iff j = k. The homomorphism on the set L is given by ((i, j)) = w (i,j) where w (i,j) denotes the subsequence of w beginning on the i-th terminal category and ending on the j − 1-th category. In particular, w (1,m+1) = w and w (i,i+1) is the i-th terminal symbol of w. extends naturally from L to L n , since it must commute over the tuple constructors. Remark that is in 1-to-1 relation to w.
The parsing as deduction rules are shown in figure 5 . In contrast to the context-free case, we equip edges and constituents with ranges and constrain the edge completion on the definiteness of the respective term function.
items:
edges [s, r 1 , . . . , r n ] for s ∈ S and r i ∈ R constituents [A, r] for A ∈ N and r ∈ R goal item: 
Implementation
The implementation given in as §2.3 and figure 4 is generally sufficient to be applied to the fully general Abstract Grammars. Only two types, EdgeKey and ConstituentKey must be altered. For context-free parsing, these two types have attributes start and end_ to keep track of the substring of the input sequence they are associated with. For the general case, we must alter these types so that they keep track of a vector of start and end indices. 
Minimalist Grammar Interface
In this section, we give an example of how to write an interface for a specific grammar formalism. The formalism we use is the Minimalist Grammar (MG), introduced by Stabler 1997. 2 MGs are weakly equivalent to MCFGs (Michaelis, 1998) . In the following, we define MGs and show how to formulate the correspondence between an MG and the abstract grammar interface.
3 We subsequently give an implementation of the interface in Julia.
Definition 8. A Minimalist Grammar is a pair G = LEX, {merge, move} . LEX ⊆ Σ × F * is a lexicon where:
• Σ is a vocabulary,
• F is a set of syntactic features consisting of:
-Selectees of the form f (for any symbol f), -Selectors of the form f= and =f, -Licensors of the form +f, and -Licensees of the form -f.
We denote a lexical item (α, β) ∈ LEX by α : β. merge and move are structure building operations defined as follows using natural deduction notation. Let C = Σ * × F * be the set of possible chain and E = C * be the set of possible expression.
• merge : (E × E) → E is the union of the following three functions. For any γ ∈ F * , δ ∈ F + and any chains α 1 , . . . , α k , ι 1 , . . . , ι l (0 ≤ k, l):
s : =fγ, α 1 , . . . , α k t : fδ, ι 1 , . . . , ι l s : γ, α 1 , . . . , α k , t : δ, ι, . . . , ι l merge L2 : s : f=γ, α 1 , . . . , α k t : fδ, ι 1 , . . . , ι l s : γ, α 1 , . . . , α k , t : δ, ι, . . . , ι l
• move : E → E is the union of the following two functions. For any γ ∈ F * , δ ∈ F + and any chains α 1 , . . . , α k satisfying the Shortest Move Constraint None of the chains α i has −f as its first feature (SMC)
A derivation in a Minimalist Grammar is centered around feature-checking. Checking a feature sequence f 1 . . . f k against another feature sequence g 1 . . . g l corresponds to verifying whether f 1 and g 1 match and, if so, deleting them, and returning the tail of each sequence. The merge operation takes two sequences of chains, checks the respective feature sequences of their head chain, and potentially concatenates the respective vocabulary sequences of their head chain. An MG with only the merge operation is weakly equivalent to a CFG. The move operation takes one chain sequence, who's head chain's head feature is a licensor feature, checks whether it contains a chain whose head feature is a matching licensee feature, and potentially concatenates the two chains' respective vocabulary items in reverse order. This operation is what allows MGs to capture non-local dependencies, making them more powerful than CFGs.
An MG derivation tree represents a record of the structure building operations performed in a particular derivation (or parse) of a sentence. An example derivation tree is given in figure 6 . 
Let F consist of the following operations. For each lexical item α : β ∈ LEX, define the constant function f α:β () = (α). For each (s 1 , . . . , s m ), (t 1 , . . . , t m ), ∈ T i (1 ≤ m ≤ k) define the following operations corresponding to the structure building operations:
Figure 7: tuple operations for each lexical item and structure building operation in an MG.
Definition 9. A probabilistic Minimalist Grammar is a triple LEX, {merge, move}, P consisting of a Minimalist Grammar and a probability distribution over lexical items P : LEX → [0, 1]. The probability of the result of a merge operation is the product of the input probabilities:
The probability of the result of a move operation is the probability of its input:
P (move(α)) = P (α).
Abstract interface
Our reduction automaton makes reference to the operations in a tuple algebra. So in order to specify interface functions for our Minimalist Grammar, we must specify the tuple operations that correspond to the MG structure-building operations. Figure 7 builds the set F of operations. We must also assume we are given a pairing between non-constant tuple operations and their associated structure building operation. Let p be a relation denoting this pairing, so that p(f, o) denotes that f ∈ F is paired with o ∈ {merge R1 , merge R2 , merge L1 , merge L2 , move 1 , move 2 }. We must specify five interface functions: tran_possible, tran, comp, startstates, startcategories. The constant function startcategories is user defined, though the traditional choice for a start category in an MG is c. Recall that a state for an Abstract Grammar is a sequence of non-terminals. Abstract nonterminals correspond to tuples of feature sequences in an MG (F * ) * , so the set of states is
There is one start state, the empty sequence:
Now we turn to the transition and completion functions. A transition is meant to move the parser one step through a rule. In an MG, this corresponds to moving from left to right through the top portion of a merge deduction rule. The tran_possible function is true iff it is transitioning from the start state (and has thus encountered a possible left hand side of a merge rule), or, if not, has encountered a matchinig right hand side of a merge rule.
The tran function concatenates sequences of features assuming that tran_possible was true.
4 . If s is the start state, then s = , so tran gives a singleton sequence. Otherwise, tran gives a pair. These are the only two cases, since MG trees are maximally binary branching.
tran(s, γ) = s • γ A completion is meant to correspond to a constituent in the parsed structure, thus each node in the MG derivation tree corresponds to the output of a completion. Therefore, a completion occurs whenever any of the structure building operations apply or a lexical item is encountered. For any w ∈ Σ,
Julia implementation
A Minimalist Grammar is implemented as a parametric type MinimalistGrammar{T, Score} where T is the type of the vocabulary items and Score is the type of the score associated with a lexical item (e.g., a probability). Typically, T is set to String and Score is set to some numerical type. It relies on a type LexicalItem and a type Feature. A Feature may be any arbitrary data type which includes the functions defined on it below; we let features be strings. We also define functions associated with the structure building operations merge and move. In the interest of space we include just the type signatures for these functions here. The implementations for tran (transition) and tran_possible (is_possible_transition) are given below. They rely on function match(f :: Vector{Feature}, g :: Vector{Feature}), which is true iff the two features match. The completion function is the most involved and is separated into two definitions, one for states and the other for lexical items. The return type of the completions function is a vector of triples the first entry is a tuple of feature sequences, the second represents the rule associated with the completion (here represented whose first entry is the category of the bottom portion of the deduction rule, and whose second entry is the sequence of categories of the top portion of the rule), and the third is the score of the rule. These function implementations rely on the following functions:
• is_movable(f :: Vector{Vector{Feature}}): true iff the head of f is a licensor feature and f contains a matching licensee feature.
• args(o :: TupleOperation): returns the number of arguments of the tuple operation.
• dims(o :: TupleOperation): returns a vector of the dimensions of the operations arguments.
• is_lexical(T :: DataType, o :: TupleOperation): true iff o is a constant function which returns a vocabulary item of type T.
Here is the implementation for states: 
Conclusion
In this technical report we presented a general framework for parsing consisting of (i) the Abstract Grammar formalism, capable of expressing a variety of formal grammars up to at least MG-equivalent grammars, (ii) a reduction automaton for Abstract Grammars, (iii) an abstract grammar interface derived from the reduction automaton, suitable for many different grammars, and (iv) our Julia implementation of the parser. We also gave an example of an interface for a Minimalist Grammar, presenting both the abstract interface for the formal definition of Minimalist Grammars and its implementation in Julia.
